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ABSTRACT 

One of the most challenging and complicated issues in city management in the present decade for Bangladesh is the traffic problem. 
It is a very common phenomenon in almost all the cities of Bangladesh. Presently, traffic congestion problem in Bangladesh are in-
creasing at an alarming rate. The traffic problem has become to a very dangerous arena and has already implicit agonizing extent in 
the cities of Bangladesh. This type of study has been conducted in Dhaka but not in Chittagong city. Traffic management in Chitta-
gong is not well organized as Dhaka so that the problem is becoming more complicated as the number of people in Chittagong is 
increasing and it is getting the priority after Dhaka. This article is dedicated to determine the current condition of traffic manage-
ment in Chittagong City. This article explore the causes involved in traffic congestion  including heavy concentration of vehicles, 
absence of adequate public transport, inadequate road infrastructure, faulty signaling equipment and   poor  enforcement of traffic 
rules. At the end of the paper the researchers tried to identify the solution of traffic jam in Chittagong Metropolitan City. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

rbanization is a global phenomenon. It is taking 
place at a faster pace in the least developed Coun-
tries of the world like Bangladesh. Rapid and ongo-

ing urbanization in Bangladesh has resulted in extreme 
levels of traffic congestion and extraordinary demands on 
infrastructure and service provision within the country’s 
urban areas. Bangladesh is the world’s most densely po-
pulated country with 993 people per squire kilometer 
(Bangladesh Economic Review 2011).  Like other countries 
in the world, Bangladesh has also been experiencing in-
tense traffic problem which is increasing day by day. It is 
becoming one of the most intolerable and burning issues 
for the country. The traffic problem has become to a very 
dangerous arena and has already implicit agonizing ex-
tent in the cities of Bangladesh (K.D.A, 2008). Traffic con-
gestion is a common occurrence almost in all the cities of 
Bangladesh. Among the major urban cities like Dhaka, 
Chittagong, Khulna and Rajshahi especially the Dhaka 
city is now facing serious traffic problem along with drai-
nage, housing, water, sewerage, gas and electricity scarci-
ty (Osman, 2010). Monayem (2001) reveals that the aver-
age speed of a major road of Dhaka city, named “Mirpur 
road” is 15 to 17 kilometer per hour during peak period. 
According to Meenar, (2000) the annual country wise eco-
nomic wastage caused by traffic jam was USD 79 million 
for the year 1997. The traffic congestion cost is USD 03 
billion a year and the city losses over 08 million work 
hours daily (Osman, 2010).  A developing country like 
Bangladesh cannot afford the economic and environmen-
tal loss resulted from this severe traffic obstruction (Naz-
nin at. el., 2010).  

Limited resources invested for the development of trans-
port facilities, the rapid population growth together with 
limited space available for new roads, coupled with the 
rapid rise in transport demand, existence of a huge num-
ber of non-motorized vehicles on roads, lack of applica-
tion of adequate and proper traffic management schemes 
are producing severe transport problems in almost all the 
urban areas of Bangladesh. Worsening situations of traffic 
congestion in the streets and sufferings of the inhabitants 
from vehicle emissions demand extensive research in this 
field (Karim, 1997). Since the traffic problem in Bangla-
desh are increasing at an alarming rate, understanding the 
underlying issues regarding the urban problems like traf-
fic jam, has become an area of interest by both academi-
cians and practitioners. As such, the current study is an 
attempt to explore the causes and solution of traffic jam in 
Chittagong, the second largest city and commercial capital 
of Bangladesh.   

With an estimated population of 4.1 million in an area of 
177 sq. km. (CUS et al. 2006, p. 18), Chittagong is located 
in the southeastern coastal region of Bangladesh, for 
which this city is at risk of some dangerous natural envi-
ronmental disasters including storm, cyclone (Karim, 
1995), flash flood, landslides prompted by heavy rainfall 
(Quddusi, 2007) and earthquakes which cause many death 
almost every year in Chittagong. Besides these natural 
environmental disasters Chittagong is also experiencing a 
rapid growth of population because of rural urban migra-
tion (Taker, 1997; BBS 1981, 1991 and 2001). This expiation 
of population is making city dwellers life standstill on the 
roads of Chittagong during the rush hours of morning 
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and evening due to traffic congestion. However there 
have been considerable researches on urban environmen-
tal issues like traffic congestion. But hardly any literature 
on Bangladesh especially for Chittagong city traffic con-
gestion could have been found. Therefore, it is a commen-
surating step for the researchers to conduct this research 
which would help to identify the problems and solutions 
for traffic congestion for Chittagong city. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Traffic jam can be considered as one of the serious global 
problems for both developed and under developed coun-
tries (Naznin at. el. 2010). Traffic congested areas, espe-
cially in the urban areas traffic jams are an annoying and 
harmful problem to the residents and travelers. It is the 
consequence of discrepancy between transportation de-
mand and supply (Habib, 2000). For the developing coun-
tries increases in urban population are creating pressure 
on the existing transportation system for which, traffic 
problem has already become a part of urban transporta-
tion system. In general, the development of transportation 
systems shaped the socio-economic benefit for any coun-
try. However, at the same time, this development is re-
sponsible for polluting the environment (Banerjee, 2009). 
Moreover numerous industrial activities are causing irre-
vocable damage to the environment (Ali, 2004; Chakrabor-
ty and Banerjee, 2007; Piccolo et. al., 2005; Singal, 2005). 
Consequently, the quality of life of the city dwellers is also 
getting annoyance by disturbance of sleep, interruption of 
daily activities and the like (Chhatwal et. al., 2005; Som-
merhoff et. al., 2004).  

Literature suggested that traffic noise caused adverse 
health effects on people (Al-Dakhllah and Jadaan, 2005; 
Anonymous, 1983; Chakraborty et. al., 1997; Chakraborty 
et. al., 2002). The traffic policemen in metropolitan cities 
are the most affected groups exposed to this dangerous 
factor during their working hours and in their leisure time 
(Omidvari and Nouri, 2009). According to Martin et. al., 
(2006) noise pollution occurred by traffic congestion is 
considered as one of the main problems of urban com-
munities which has many hazardous effects on the urban 
environment. A study conducted by Skanberg and 
Ohrstrom (2002) and Bjork ET. Al, (2006) in the southern 
large cities of Sweden reveled that noise pollution caused 
by traffic jam is considered as one of the major problems 
for the Swedish population. Chien and Shih (2007) 
showed that any country’s development is obstacle since 
traffic congestion resulted in a great deal of economic 
costs, discomfort costs and the like. 

Generally, congestion means a number of things or people 
crowded together resulting difficulties in movement. Traf-
fic congestion is a condition on road networks that occurs 
as use increases, and is characterized by slower speeds, 
longer trip times, and increased number of vehicles stand 
in line (Remi, at. el. 2009). The most common example is 
the physical use of roads by vehicles (Wikipedia, 2011). 

When traffic demand is great enough that the interaction 
between vehicles slows the speed of the traffic stream, 
congestion is incurred. According to Adedimila (1977) 
traffic jam occurs when vehicles are fully stopped for a 
longer periods of time. 

Traffic research still cannot fully predict under which 
conditions a "traffic jam" (as opposed to heavy, but 
smoothly flowing traffic) may suddenly occur (TTI, 2009). 
It has been found that individual incidents like car acci-
dents or car braking when spread out heavily, sustained 
traffic jam suddenly occurs (Remi, at. el. 2009). According 
to Meenar (2000) Rickshaws are commonly blamed for the 
traffic chaos in Bangladesh, particularly in Dhaka city. 
Thus for reducing traffic jam Bangladesh Government has 
already banned rickshaws in certain chocks (A “chocks” is 
a central area where several streets meet) and major roads 
of Dhaka city. However in Chittagong and other urban 
cities rickshaw banning strategy has not yet implemented. 

Traffic congestion primarily occurs due to the urban life 
styles where everyone wants to move at the same time. 
This is because of the efficient operation of both the econ-
omy and school systems required that people work, go to 
school and do their every day jobs about the same hours 
so that they can interact with each other (Remi, at. el. 
2009). Peak-hour traffic congestion in almost all large and 
growing metropolitan regions around the world the same 
traffic problem exists. In fact, it is almost certain to get 
worse during at least the next few decades mainly because 
of rising population and wealth (Wikipedia, 2011). This 
will be true no matter what public and private policies are 
adopted to combat congestion. 

3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The broad objective of this study is to investigate the ef-
fect of traffic congestion on the urban population of Ban-
gladesh especially in the city area. The present study has 
the following specific objectives: 

1. To analyze the current condition of traffic manage-
ment in Chittagong city.  

2. To analyze the reasons behind traffic jam in the city.  

3. To analyze the impact of traffic jam in Chittagong 
city.  

4. To find out the solutions of traffic jam.  

4 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  

The methodology used for this study is literature survey. 
The study was completely based on compiling studies con-
ducted so far on traffic congestion. In reviewing the litera-
ture, both theoretical and empirical studies were taken into 
consideration. This analysis clearly falls into the category of 
Qualitative research as it aims to get a deeper understand-
ing of how urban environmental issues like traffic conges-
tion is occurring, its overall impact on the quality of life of 
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the city dwellers and some potential solution for this chal-
lenging problem. Secondary information was used to con-
duct this research. Secondary data were collected through 
content analysis from various published sources including 
books, online journals, newspapers, magazines, and re-
ports. The publication manual of APA (American Psycho-
logical Association, 2001) was used for citation of the 
sources of references that have been used in the study. 

5 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IN CHITTAGONG CITY  

Intolerable traffic jams at the important roads in the port 
city have made lives of citizen miserable Chittagong. The 
traffic system of the city has already collapsed as the ve-
hicles can’t run on the main roads of the city due to conges-
tion (The Independent, 2011); particularly the female, aged 
people and school-going students have been facing serious 
trouble due to traffic jam for disorderly movement of ve-
hicles (News Network, 2010). Despite initiatives taken by 
the traffic authorities the main roads of the city are still 
blocked by traffic jams. The main factors involved in traffic 
congestion are a complex mix of traffic and heavy concen-
tration of vehicles, absence of adequate public transport, 
inadequate road infrastructure, faulty signaling equipment 
and poor enforcement of traffic rules (SOS-arsenic.net, 
2007). According to Rahman, (2008) in Chittagong the main 
traffic congestion occurred due to huge traffic flows and 
mixture of motorized and non-motorized vehicles ply at the 
same time in the main road intersections of the city.  

Although the traffic rules and traffic police are assigned to 
control the traffic system but rickshaws and auto rickshaws 
mainly disregard red lights (SOS-arsenic.net, 2007) and 
signal lights at most of the busy intersections remained out 
order for a long time (News Network, 2010). Moreover the 
city accommodates huge numbers of light and medium 
scale industrial activities along with the CEPZ (Chittagong 
Export Pressing Zone). So a large number of people are 
migrating from surroundings villages to city everyday for 
getting job and food. A major portion of them involved 
themselves as Rickshaw puller and the rest engaged in port 
and other activities. So traffic congestions are increasing 
day by day due to ever-increasing population and traffic in 
the port city. Rahman, (2008) revealed that people of Ban-
gladesh do not follow traffic rules properly and most of the 
drivers just do not obey speed limits. Moreover during the 
festival periods hawkers occupying the roads and footpaths 
which increase the traffic jam. Narrow streets in compari-
son with a number of vehicles are one of the rationales be-
hind traffic congestion.  

The main points of the city — including New Market, Sta-
tion Road, GEC point, WASA point, Muradpur, Bohad-
derhat, Sholoshahar, Chalkbazar, Chittagong College 
area, Jamal Khan road, Anderkillah, Agrabad, Barik 
Buildings, Fakirhat, Chittagong Port gate area, Pahartoli, 
Alonker point, Katgor Bazar, Steel Mills Bazar, CEPZ 
point, Saltgolla, Kotowli point, Karnaphuli Bridge area, 
Kalurghat area, Oxygen point, Chittagong University 

area, Kajirdewari, Lalkhan Bazar and other important 
points — are  major spots for  traffic congestion. Particu-
larly, the prime roads from Katgor to Bohadder Hat, New 
Market to Chalkbazar to Bohadderhat, GEC point to 
Alonker point, Chittagong City to Chittagong University, 
New Market to Airport road are being continuously con-
gested by motorized and non-motorized vehicles (The 
Independent, 2011). 

6 REASONS BEHIND TRAFFIC CONGESTION  

Increasing number of vehicle  
In Bangladesh, population and traffic growth rate is ap-
proximately 1.5 and 7 percent respectively. But road ex-
panding rate is not at all unmentionable with respect to 
higher traffic growth. As per BRTA (Bangladesh Road 
Transport Authority, 2010) source at present the total 
number of approved vehicle in Chittagong city is 84391. 
Among these, Bus -2816, Autoricksha (Taxi)-20847, Tem-
po-4666, Motorcycle-13470, Jeep-1951, Car-15961, Pickup-
3656, Tank lorry-386, Tractor trailer-503, Truck-14065 and 
Micro-5998. So city roads are not capable to carry the traf-
fic especially in the peak hours.  

Inadequacy of traffic police 
Traffic police in Chittagong is inadequate in numbers com-
pared to other mega cities in Bangladesh. All the cross roads 
need at least four traffic police at a time whereas in Chitta-
gong it is seen that the number of traffic police is always 
short and due to the lacking of proper instruction the ve-
hicles are getting trapped in jam. Only 349 number of traffic 
police and 46 number of urgent (Source: Chittagong Metro-
politan Police) are working in the city which is inadequate. 

Narrow roads  
Streets of Chittagong are not that wide spread, due to il-
legal possession on the road they are getting narrow and 
becoming a reason behind traffic jam. The major city 
roads in Chittagong are 100 to 120 feet. But most of the 
road have approximately 60 feet black top only. So every 
possibility is there to expand the road as per their right of 
way to reduce traffic congestion. Moreover this will be 
less expensive and less time consuming due to land acqui-
sition will not be required in this process. 

Illegal Parking  
Illegal parking on the road has been creating congestion 
everyday from Tigerpass to Barik Building Moor, a dis-
tance of around two kilometres. On-road parking of ve-
hicles is one of the main reasons behind serious traffic 
congestion on different parts of the port city including 
GEC, Muradpur, CDA Avenue, OR Nizam Road, Zakir 
Hossain Road, Station Road, Dhaka Trunk Road, Madar-
bari, Shuvapur Bus Stand, EPZ intersection and Olankar 
(Bangladesh Road Transport Authority, 2010). 

Increasing number of population 
All the thanas under Chittagong city is facing an increas-
ing number of populations which is a bad indicator for the 
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traffic management and this could be a vital reason be-
hind traffic jam: 

Higher Purchasing power of the public  
Due to the higher purchasing power of the citizen of Chit-
tagong the popularity of private transportation is increas-
ing and but existing roads and highway are not suppor-
tive or changing according to the increasing number of 
vehicle. As a result vehicle congestion is increasing at an 
alarming rate.  

Improper planning of city development of CDA  
Chittagong Development Authority (CDA) has its long 
term city development planning. But that planning is not 
proper. Most of the time it is seen that the CDA is recover-
ing some illegally ceased roadside land, but due to the 
corruption and vague development plan these kinds of 
movements are going in vain.  

Corruption in issuing driving license  
Driving license is issued by BRTA in Chittagong city but 
due to corruption people with few driving knowledge are 
getting the license. As a result the rate of accident is in-
creasing; on the other hand due to violence of traffic rule 
traffic congestion is often seen. In the whole country the 
total number of illegal or without licensed driver is about 
80000. People are becoming driver after working as a hel-
per under a driver for few years.  

Improper lane management  
Lane management is an important fact in managing the 
traffic. In Dhaka city the most of the VIP roads and high-
way are of four lanes. But in Chittagong main manage-
ment is very poor. Drivers rarely maintain the lane by 
themselves.  

Availability of rickshaw  
In Chittagong there is no restriction on route of the rick-
shaw. Unlike Chittagong in Dhaka city there are route 
restrictions for the rickshaw during the day time. All 
routes are open for rickshaw after 9.30 PM. As a slow and 
manual vehicle rickshaw can be blamed mostly for the 
vehicle congestion in the city of Chittagong. Other than 
that, most of the rickshaw pullers are having few or no 
knowledge about the traffic (SOS-arsenic.net, 2007). 

Fly over construction  
Flyover is under construction from Sholsohor to Bohod-
darhat and another flyover is under construction in ce-
ment crossing for which people of Chittagong are going 
through some huge traffic congestion problem. 

7 SOLUTION OF TRAFFIC JAM  

Clarity in BRTA  
BRTA should maintain transparency of their activity. Is-
suing driving license and transport fitness license should be 
monitored properly and proper steps should be taken in 
case of defaulters. Digital driving license should be intro-

duced to control the fake driving license holding drivers.  

Strict lane management  
Different lanes for different types of vehicles should be 
marked on the roads and law i.e. financial penalty should 
be imposed to make the drivers maintain the lane.  

Restricting routes for Rickshaw  
Rickshaw should not be allowed in all the routes of the 
city. VIP routes like GEC circle, O R Nizam road, Badam-
toli circle should be free from rickshaw. BRTA should take 
some responsibility to control the increasing number of 
rickshaws by imposing registration fee and legal docu-
mentation.  

Financial penalty to the traffic law breakers  
Government can take such strict step like imposing finan-
cial penalty on the law disobeying drivers. This trend is 
available in Dhaka. According to Remi, at el., (2009) poli-
cies should be made to  dissuade  the drivers  from certain 
congestion-causing habit such as wrong overtaking, one 
way driving, disobey of traffic signals Mobile court 
should be introduced to fine the truck drivers for disobey-
ing traffic law and driving unfit truck. This kind of impli-
cation of law can mitigate the traffic jam in short run, but 
in long run all the people  should be  involved to create 
awareness and responsible to the society. Otherwise traf-
fic jam solution is impossible.  

Elevated Express way  
With over a year-long effort, the Bangladesh Bridge Au-
thority (BBA) is yet to select the bidder to construct the 
DEE over the city. Initially it had been planned to give 
construction work without feasibility study. But the gov-
ernment has to scrap its decision in the face of various 
queries by the participating bidders. The pre-qualification 
bidding of the US dollar 2.0 billion project was opened on 
November 19, 2009 and its awarding may take one 
month's more time to complete. According to communica-
tion ministry the work will start in January after complet-
ing the signing of concessional agreements by this month. 
Till today, modalities of the agreement are yet to be fina-
lized and the experts have still doubt about the comple-
tion of the first ever elevated expressway project before 
the end of the present government's tenure in 2013 as 
claimed by the minister. Such kind of advanced infra-
structure development should be stepped for the city of 
Chittagong. The planning should be made now so that 
Chittagong city can enjoy the elevated express way in 
coming decade.  

Supply and demand  
Congestion can be reduced by either increasing road ca-
pacity (supply) or by reducing traffic (demand) (Remi, at 
el. 2009). Hermann, (2006) revealed that road capacity can 
be increased in a number of ways such as adding more 
capacity over the whole of a route or at bottlenecks, creat-
ing new routes, and improvements for traffic manage-
ment. Reduction of demand can include, parking restric-
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tion, park and ride, congestion pricing, road space ration-
ing, incentives to use public transport and introduction of 
e-education, e-shopping and home-based working options 
will reduce the number of people traveling. 

Bus route franchising  
Bus route franchising (BRT) is a concept applied in Dhaka, 
The country's first-ever bus route franchise (BRF) with 
digital ticketing system started its journey on Uttara-
Azimpur route in the city on 14th April, 2011. This process 
is going to reduce the hassle of the passengers. This kind 
of services should be implied in Chittagong as well.  

Building bus stoppages  
In Chittagong there are buses stoppages only where 
busses and other public transportation can stop and pick 
or drop the passengers, but these bus stoppages exist only 
in written form or legally. Rarely any public transporta-
tion will be found that stop according to the stoppage. Bus 
stoppage should be well developed in the city and the law 
enforcing authority should be aware of confirming the 
implication of law.  

Increasing and developing the manpower (Traffic police)  
As the city is running with inadequate amount of traffic 
police than required, so it is almost must for the authority 
i.e. CMP to increase the number of traffic police. This step 
will create some scope for employment also. Only re-
cruitment is not enough, they should be trained up for the 
betterment of the traffic management.  

Road widening  
Road widening is often advocated as ways to reduce traffic 
congestion. Roads of the city are narrow in different places, 
there are several reasons like Hawkers on the footpath and 
some portion of the road (scenario is regular in New Mar-
ket area) and illegal possession on the road or illegal struc-
tures. This kind of unlawful activity has to be prevented by 
imposing proper law and city development plan. Several 
steps of road widening have been taken for example: Rira-
zuddoulla road, Andarkilla, Badurtala etc. However some 
research indicates that road widening provides only slight 
reductions in urban traffic congestion (TTI, 2009). 

Imposing tax on car and other private transportation  
Government is already charging a high amount of tax on 
imported cars and other private transports. Tax amount 
should be increased in order to reduce the amount of pri-
vate transportation hence traffic congestion. But this for-
mula is applicable after making the public transportation 
available, comfortable and convenient as well. 

8  CONCLUSION  

Traffic congestion is a global as well as local problem. All 
over the world, the prime cause of traffic congestion is on 
street parking (Naznin at el, 2010). In Bangladesh, traffic 
congestion is a common issue in the big cities like Dhaka, 
Chittagong and Khulna and in Dhaka it is severe. It is one of 

the most important problems of modern time. In Dhaka, dif-
ferent infrastructural and managerial projects are granted for 
reducing traffic jam. However in Chittagong this type of pol-
icy is not addressed yet. Moreover development projects in 
Chittagong move slowly compared to Dhaka and develop-
ment budget is also comparatively lower than Dhaka. For 
Chittagong, traffic congestion constraints can be ameliorated 
by embarking on various strategies such as road capacity 
expansion, improved road infrastructures, restricting routes 
for Rickshaw, financial penalty to the traffic law breakers, 
building bus stoppages and application of Fly over. Most 
importantly, proper traffic management system along with 
appropriate implementation of traffic rules is necessary to 
mitigate the problems of traffic congestion. 
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